
Second Grade
Language Arts
Treasures
Reading

● Understands features of reading; extracts meaning from book selections and
recreational reading using interpretation and critical analysis.

● States purpose in reading selections and uses knowledge to comprehend
informational texts.

● Auditory training process that involves: isolating, manipulating, and blending
● Weekly visits to the school library.

Writing
● Writes clear and coherent sentences and paragraphs that develop upon a

central idea.
● Understands how to edit for capitalization, punctuation (period, question

mark, exclamation point, and comma), and subject-verb agreement.
● Through the progression of the writing process, students will learn to write

opinion, informative, narrative and research pieces.

Mathematics
Reveal Math
Operations & Algebraic Thinking

● Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction.
● Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for multiplication

Number Operations & Base Ten
● Understand place value
● Use place value understanding and properties of operations to add and

subtract
Measurement & Data

● Measure lengths in standard units.
● Relate addition and subtraction to length
● Work with time and money
● Represent and interpret data.

Science
NGSS aligned - Mystery Science
Structure, Function, & Information Processing

● Plan and conduct investigations to determine the outcome of a study.
● Ask questions, analyze data, make observations, and gather information about

case studies.
● School-wide science fair using scientific method. Second Grade participates

through class projects.



Social Studies
Studies Weekly

● Differentiates between events that have happened in the past and the present
through historical events.

● Demonstrates map skills by describing absolute and relative locations of
people, places and environments.

● Explains governmental institutions and practices in the United States.

Christian Education
Faithful to All His Promises

● “This study teaches students the greatness and worth of God using the
alphabet as a framework for learning the attributes of God and other terms
that describe His character.”

● Chapel each Friday 1:30- 2:15pm
● Memory Verse Program - Students memorize verses related to chapel lessons
● Bible Reading, prayer and devotions


